
  



5 Min. Success Predictor Quiz 

It should serve as no surprise that our attitudes and habits can fairly accurately predict our likelihood of success. Below 

you find attitudes and habits of successful and unsuccessful people.  Place a checkmark on the side where that quality 

matches your own. Total your checkmarks at the bottom.  Compare your totals.  The more checkmarks you have in the 

successful column, the greater your likelihood of success.  To increase your own probability of success, adopt more of the 

qualities from the Successful column.  It is God’s plan for you to live to your fullest potential. When we feel weak or 

inadequate, is when God wants to show Himself strong.  Pray and He will help you.  Then watch how you respond to life 

daily and make the needed adjustments.  Take this quiz again in 6 months and see how much you have improved! 

 

(A)  Successful Attitudes / Habits    (B)  Unsuccessful Attitudes / Habits 

1   Have a sense of gratitude     Have a sense of entitlement – feel the world owes them 

2   Give others credit for their victories     Take all the credit for their victories 

3   Read every day     Watch TV every day 

4   Talk about ideas     Talk about people 

5   Share information and data     Hoard info and data 

6   Exude joy     Exude anger 

7   Embrace change, even lean into it     Fear change 

8   Keep a to-do or project list     React to life as it happens 

9   Compliment others     Criticize others 

10  Forgive others     Hold onto grudges 

11  Accept responsibility for their failures     Blame others for their failures 

12  Keep a journal     Say they keep a journal but don’t in reality 

13  Want others to succeed     Secretly hope others fail 

14  Have a vision for the future     Aren’t willing to look at the future and plan  

15  Set goals and make plans     Never set real goals 

16  Are curious and continually learn     Think they know it all 

17  Operate from a transformational perspective     Operate from a transactional perspective 

 

How many did you check on this list? __________ 

     

How many did you check on this list? _________ 

  

 

 

Name: _____________________________________________  Date: ________________ 

Score from Column A: _________________ Score from Column B: _________________ 
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